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and to apportion the common expenditure between the
several states. For the conduct of all common affairs a
Congress was set up to which each state was to send a
number of delegates Tvhich was definitely fixed. When the
Congress was not in session a committee of states consisting
of one delegate of each state was to carry on all affairs that
fell within the perview of the United States in Congress
assembled. This constitution, though apparently giving
large powers to the central government, was in reality a
weak document as it deprived the central government o£ the
right to exercise direct authority over the people and did
not give it any power of taxation so vital to the conduct of
all governmental business. It was declared to be of perpetual
existence but it lacked the quality of imparting real power to
the central machinery, * Again the system of government
by a committee during the recess was a device which could
hardly work well. The real trouble had arisen out of the
states' desire to maintain their supremacy and reluctance
to create over themselves a strong central government which
might tax them and interfere with their internal indepen-
dence as England had done before. The Congress was
merely a body of ambassadors from states. And as Oliver
has put it, " With the various legislatures its relations were
those of a diplomatist. When it sought to create an army
it needed to ask leave, and to accomplish that end was forced
to submit to terms not only ignominous but contrary to
reason. When a state saw fit to furnish a regiment, it
claimed and exercised the right to appoint its officers.
Military organisation under such conditions was clearly im-
possible.^f It was OI1ly Washington's force of character
and commanding personality which had kept the ill clad,
ill-fed and ill-supported soldiers of liberty together. If
Congress had the necessary strength and authority of a
* Beard.   'The Rise of American Civilization,' Vol, 1, pp. 23-1-235.
t' The Life of Alexander Hamilton,1 p, 108.

